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FOREWORD
We have a record youth population today. Our world is home to 1.8 billion young people. There
are more young people between the ages of 10 and 24 today than at any age other time in human
history. 9 out of 10 young people are living in less developed countries. The YES Network
Pakistan vision is one where every young person is seen as a changemaker and is provided an
opportunity to discover their changemaking potential in real world. YES is building a community
of knowledge and practice in the country to foster a culture of youth-led changemaking.
Educational institutions can play a major role in advancing the field of youth-led changemaking.
They can provide the leadership to create a sound eco-system for youth-led changemaking in the
countries. It is in the educational institutions that we can find the largest number of children and
young people. By integrating youth-led changemaking in schools, colleges, universities,
vocational institutions, we help incorporate youth-led changemaking in communities where these
institutions are located.
This booklet presents the inspirational stories of young people participated in ‘Changemaking
Competitions’ from the universities we have engaged and empowered to build an effective echo
system and structure for the support of youth-led changemaking. Changemaking competitions
helped young people to see things in a different perspective and to develop, implement, and
evaluate new ideas and approaches.
Changemaking Competitions provide a great opportunity to young people to create new
products, new services, and new ways of addressing local challenges. These competitions show
that we can infuse the spirit of changemaking in thousands of young people so quickly. We have
an unprecedented youth population in the world today. Youth-led changemaking presents the
most exciting idea to realize the dream of a true demographic dividend. This demographic
dividend can only be realized by developing and aligning structures that support youth-led
changemaking.
I am sure that you will find the stories inspirational and powerful.
Ali Raza Khan
Founder and CEO
YES Network Pakistan
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The British Council builds trust between the UK and other
countries in order to create international opportunities for
organisations and individuals across the world. Each year, our work
directly engages with more than 30 million people worldwide, and reaches nearly 600 million
people through digital media, radio and television. In the UK, we provide opportunities for
more than three million people to improve their skills and gain international experience. We
have worked in partnership with businesses, national associations and institutions, professional
networks, local communities and government ministries for more than 75 years, partnering
with more than 300 international organisations each year in order to help them meet their
strategic and business aims through cultural relations. For more information, please visit
www.britishcouncil.org.pk

YES Network Pakistan was founded by Ali Raza Khan in 2002 to
drive first-ever 'Youth as a Solution' movement in the country and
get young people started as changemakers. YES facilitates several
thousand young people each year to begin their changemaking journey. YES creates, activates
and multiplies spaces for young people to master changemaking skills across the country. YES
offers a comprehensive package to youth; from inspiration to experimentation; to training and
risk-free funding, showcasing and practical support. In 2008 the YES decided to take an
institution change approach to break down the traditional, attitudinal, social, structural, legal and
financial barriers to youth-led changemaking. YES has planted the seeds of youth-led
changemaking in over 1200 educational and vocational institutions, integrated this concept into
the curriculum of over 172 leading vocational and educational institutions of Pakistan; and is
working with over 80 leading universities of the country to align their structures for youth-led
changemaking through a variety of exciting and innovative projects.
YES work is featured in more than 30 countries of the world. YES has innovated an approach to
restore trust with young people and help them get started as changemakers, with unheard of
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success rates. YES has worked with the leading international organizations, private companies
and alliances. YES has won several international awards for its contributions in the field of
youth-led changemaking. YES is a legally registered non-profit organization that has a board of
directors who is responsible for the performance of the organization. YES is certified by PCP as
a 'Best Practice Institution.'
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About Changemaker Institute Award Project
The Changemaker Institute Award Project in Pakistan is the first of its kind in the country. The
concept of changemaking (social innovation and social entrepreneurship) is not yet sufficiently
integrated in higher education institutions' culture and curricula. There are no established social
innovation or social entrepreneurship professorships, departments and institutes for
changemaking in Pakistan. The project is trying to catalyze social innovation in universities and
ultimately impact the education of millions of students and empowers them to solve local
challenges.
Dedicated start-up support services is the need of the hour to transform an ‘Average’ or ‘Good’
campus into a ‘Changemaker Campus’ that could offer the students with the much required
social entrepreneurship practice opportunities, infrastructure, skills training, financial assistance,
management skills, markets and peer networks. The Changemaker Institute Award takes an
institutional change approach to impact the education of millions of students. It intends to
collaborate with universities to break down barriers to institutional change and foster a campuswide culture of youth-led changemaking.
We provide a structured support to the interested institutions to navigate through the process of
achieving the status of “Changemaker Institute Award.”
This support includes:









Changemaking Campus Scan
Creation of a Changemaking Team
Launching Changemaking Competitions
Startup Funding and Mentoring Services to Students to Drive Change
Holding Changemaking Exhibitions
Changemaking Curriculum Development
Awarding Changemaker Institute Status
Plugging into other Global Changemaker Institutions
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1.1. Sohail Abbas

“Having stayed most of my life in a village and then shifting to an urban setting, I knew how
valued pure and authentic products from the village are to the people living in urban localities”,
mentioned Sohail. He expressed that he wanted to capitalize on a product brought from his
village and be sold to the urban community. After several group discussions, everyone agreed
that the idea put forward by Shoail was the best one as it would reap them the highest profits and
would benefit the society at large.
Sohail and his team arranged for a few natural herbs to be brought to the Gilgit city. The team
mixed the herbs in the appropriate proportions with milk and packed them in small packets. They
created a medicine out of local herbs to cure some local viruses. Once the local natural medicine
was ready, the team set off to sell it in their community starting by their neighbors, friends and
family members. Their product soon gained popularity and was selling like hot cakes in the
community. Seeing the response of their customers, the team decided to expand their enterprise
and they explored more geographical locations. They sold it to more nearby communities and at
shops. The team earned a total revenue of PKR 7,000.
“It was a great learning experience for each one of the team members. We all explored our
potential and learnt various things including working as a team, marketing, conversing with
clients, persuading them into buying the product and furthermore managing the finances”,
explained Sohail. He further elaborated that he and his team had a wonderful experience as they
learnt from each other’s experience. On behalf of his entire team, he thanked USAID and YES
Network Pakistan for the effort they put in to bring about a social change in their community.
Sohail mentioned that due to the competition he realized that he can earn some money for his
family and do a positive deed for the community – both at the same time.
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1.2. Ijlal

Ijlal was inspired and fascinated by the concept of social entrepreneurship. He mentioned that his
fascination led him to take part in the ‘Show Your Creativity’ competition. He made a team of
five members and they all sat down to brainstorm for an innovative idea for social
entrepreneurship.
After much debate, the team decided to provide supplies of fresh vegetables to different hostels
in their surroundings. Since the idea was absolutely new to the community, the team decided to
conduct a small survey to find out about the demands of the owners of these hostels and
determine which type of vegetable is needed by them and at what day and time. Once the
baseline survey was done, the team put together a plan. They nominated one team member to
collect the listed fresh vegetables from the wholesale vegetable market according to the listed
quantities. Other group members distributed the vegetables according to the demands of the
hostels and delivered them at their door step with a very nominal profit margin. The hostel
owners were happy as they got really fresh vegetables and got them at a reduced price from the
commercial market.
Ijlal and his team were on a mission to promote ‘health is wealth’. Seeing the response of the
hostel owners, the group expanded their horizon. They bought more vegetables in much larger
quantities and sold them door to door in their residential areas alongside explaining the
household head the importance of fresh vegetables. Most often people complained that they were
buying from nearby market due to lack of conveyance and/or time and appreciated our idea. By
the end of the week, the team was sending vegetable supplies to hostels three days a week and
supplying door to door in nearby settlements on the remaining three days of the week. The team
generated total revenue of PKR 8,000 in two weeks.
Seeing the phenomenal response of the community, the team decided to take a small shop on rent
in the central commercial market to sustain the project on a long term. Ijlal mentioned that his
team learnt how to make business contacts, how to interact with the customer and how to market
their product in an innovative manner.
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1.3. Maria Shah

Still in her teenage, Maria Shah, enrolled in bachelor studies program gathered a team of four
friends to participate in the “Show your Creativity Competition”. Maria had a discussion session
with her team and they all voted for Maria to take the lead. The team also brainstormed on
different social ideas which may get them a reasonable profit. However, Maria was thinking on a
different line – she wanted something extravagant – something no other team or participant
would be able to do.
“I made a group with some of my friends and knew that they all would be delighted at my
suggestion and hence I came up with a difficult yet innovative idea”, mentioned Maria. She
highlighted that the team planned on carrying out a small scale drawing competition at one of the
local schools. The school was a facility for early childhood learners. The aim of the competition
was to highlight the innovative skills of the participants in a fun activity. Maria and the team
shared the idea with the head of the mentioned school and after sometime they were successful in
convincing the principal to let them hold the competition. Maria further elaborated on the idea
behind the drawing competition. She said, “During our time of pre-primary schooling there was
no such concept of skill enhancing. Therefore, I believe by giving such an opportunity to
children at such a young age refines their personality and also helps teachers and parents in
identifying the creativity of the child”.
Once they were successful in getting the permission, the team started making the arrangements.
They invested the loan money into buying stationary items, printing of registration forms and
gifts to be given to the winners. The team successfully registered about 40 students for the
competition and earned revenue worth PKR 7,000. Maria stressed that the most important thing
she learned during the competition was self-confidence and faith. She also thanked the
organizers of the “Show Your Creativity” project for inspiring her and giving her the finances to
make arrangements for the competition.
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1.4. Mansoor

At the young age of 18, Mansoor got the chance to show his leadership skills at the “Show Your
Creativity Competition” held in Gilgit-Baltistan. Mansoor was unanimously nominated as the
team leader by four other group members. The group met several times to discuss their product
idea and finally decided on offering healthy food items to the people. This included farm fresh
vegetables and home cooked food items.
Mansoor and his team purchased fresh vegetables from a farmer in a nearby village and rented a
donkey cart from the initial investment money they received. They invested smartly and kept
some cash for emergency purposes. In order to reach a greater audience, Mansoor divided the
team – two group members were to ride the cart and sell from place to place through the cart. At
peak shopping hours, they would park the cart outside commercial markets. At the same time,
the other three members of the team used to take small packets of vegetables door to door and
asked if any household wanted to buy farm fresh vegetables. The demand for their farm fresh
vegetables was high as they had already identified the villages where access to fresh vegetables
was not continuous. Furthermore, the team also improvised and sold rolls and samosa on the
donkey cart. It gained them some additional money as children in streets would buy the snacks.
The team visited two villages on foot asking door to door for vegetable delivery and the donkey
cart went to countless places. On the whole, the team was able to reach 200 customers and
earned a total revenue of PKR 9,000 in two weeks.
Mansoor further mentioned that this competition was of huge value to the entire team as it taught
them various practical life experiences. He mentioned studying business studies and expressed
that there was no better way of understanding what he was studying in his classes. He showed
gratitude to the USAID and YES Network Pakistan for their contribution and mentioned that two
of the group members took this as a long term entrepreneurship opportunity and are continuing
with the project to earn for their families alongside benefitting the society.
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1.5. Mehdi Hussain

Mehdi Hussian, student of bachelor’s program, along with his four friends took part in the Show
Your Creativity project. Mehdi and his team sat for quite a few hours and decided on the idea
pitched by the team leader – Mehdi Hussian. Mehdi wanted to be able to help the community
with their business venture and he proposed that the team buys fresh vegetables from the
farmer’s wholesale market and sell in his residential area as he identified that there is no
vegetable shop in their residential society and the residents have to travel long distance to get
fresh vegetable. He identified that there would be huge demand for fresh vegetables in the area if
the team decides to go ahead with the idea. After listing pros and cons of various ideas proposed
by the team, Mehdi’s proposal was accepted.
The team immediately got to work. They invested the money in buying fresh vegetables and
brought it to Mehdi’s residential area to be sold. As expected, the response from the community
members was great. Mehndi had already informed the neighbors about their business venture and
the community was excited to receive fresh vegetables at a good price. The team sold vegetables
to 35 households and earned revenue of PKR 7,000.
Mehdi mentioned that his team learnt various new concepts through this competition, namely
team work, efficient management of resources, identifying demand of the product and catering to
appropriate supply and most importantly benefitting the society. By selling farm fresh vegetables
to everyone in the community, Mehdi and his team created awareness about the importance of
healthy and fresh food. “Our experience of the business venture was phenomenal. Such
opportunities should be offered to all students so that they learn how to make money right from a
young age. I thank USAID and YES Network Pakistan for their tireless efforts in the field”, said
Mehdi

1.6. Muhammad Shamaraiz

Inspired by the “Show your Creativity Competition”, Shamaraiz and his team decided to take
their initiative forward in the same spirit but at a smaller scale. They organized small food
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festivals in different schools. The team took up a challenging task. However, they were willing to
give it their best and upto the mark. They had several discussion meetings and planned a set of
activities for the whole day. These included various game stalls, drawing competition, musical
chair rounds, and different food stalls for the children to have a break from their monotonous
school environment. They planned on transforming the entire atmosphere of the school into a fun
learning experience. The games planned where learning games where children were asked to
solve sums in an innovative way. The team invested the initial amount in arranging for the
material such as stationary for the drawing competition, game boards, and ingredients for food
stalls.
Some of the members of the team simultaneously met with school principals and got permission
for the festival. The team successfully covered 10 schools in their community and earned
revenue of PKR 10,000.
Shamaraiz mentioned that his team had a fabulous time organizing the small festivals and
ensuring that the children were learning and having fun at the same time. He mentioned that it
was such an experience that they had never had before. He further elaborated that the children
were young as they focused mostly on primary schools and therefore it was challenging for the
team to assist the children. However, with the assistance of the teachers, the tasks were well
managed.
“It was an ecstatic feeling being able to organize such events and we all felt a sense of
accomplishment after completing each of the festivals. Each event improved us as organizers
and boosted our confidence. It taught us that if we put in hard work, we can achieve big
milestones from small ideas and little investment”, explained Shamaraiz. He acknowledged the
efforts put in by USAID and YES Network Pakistan for improvement in the community.

1.7. Amir Ali

“Creativity is thinking up new things, and Innovation is doing new things” – Amir and his team
wanted to break the monotonous school life for the students and help them in being creative and
realize their true passion for things they loved.
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“Most often, due to cultural or family pressure, most of us are pressurized into doing things we
do not want to do or taking up a career we are not interested in”, expressed Amir while truthfully
accepting the limitations set by our society around us. He expressed that he wanted to break this
cycle of pressure from others and wanted children to learn and focus on what their heart believed
in. However, the challenge for Amir and his team was to transform the idea into a concrete
output where children are able to express themselves. After much brainstorming, the team
decided to hold drawing competitions in two of the largest schools of their city.
The team used the initial investment in arranging for the stationary, the gift for the winner and
the sound system. According to the plan, the team took PKR 100 from each student for
registration and PKR 50 for the students belonging to the poor community. The team registered
about 100 students from both the schools and collected total revenue of PKR 10,000.
Amir expressed that the team was, initially, a little scared about not being able to recover the
investment since this was a completely new idea and people in the vicinity are not accustomed to
such competitions. They feared that children might not sign up. However, their fears proved
wrong as more than 100 children registered for the competition. Amir thanked USAID and YES
Network Pakistan for their support and guidance at each and every step along the way.

1.8. Sajid Ali

At the age of 17, Sajjad Ali was chosen as the group leader by the team, Seeing Sajid’s passion
and inborn leadership skills, the team unanimously voted that Sajid should take the lead. Sajid
and his team was a little scared deep down about running a business of their own. They had no
previous experience. “I had seen my father doing business all my life but still I was scared when
I was chosen as the group leader. This meant a lot of added responsibility as people put their
faith in me and my abilities to lead”, explained Sajid. However, he mentioned that they started
working on different ideas. After much discussions, the team decided to go with the most
attractive product – eatables and that too a stall of “Biryani”.
Sajid and his team knew food items are something which are not very difficult to sell provided
they are cooked appropriately. They opted for Biryani as that is a rice dish which can be easily
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eaten during lunch hours and almost all youngsters love Biryani. Sajid and his team arranged for
the ingredients of biryani and got it made for their stall in the university. Meanwhile Sajid
brainstormed and came up with the idea of holding a drawing competition in the institutes. The
team did not need much investment for the competition other than gift hampers for the winners.
Once the team started working, they loved the idea and the stall was always full of customers.
Some wanted to take part in the drawing competition while others wanted to have yummylicious
biryani in lunch. The team visited 3 – 4 schools and provided services to more than 150 students.
They earned a total revenue of PKR 7500 and were on cloud nine when they discovered that
their project was profitable.
In the end, Sajid appreciated the endeavor of USAID and YES Network Pakistan for arranging
such a competition which helped so many young students in realizing their potential and gave
them means of earning alongside studying. “If not much, we were able to earn our own pocket
money”, said Sajid.
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